An important message to my friends:

I recall the words of William E. Jenner of Indiana, a former federal senator, who tried years ago to wake up the American people during his term in public service. Back then, he warned the people on what the New World Order change agents were planning. Jenner concluded one speech saying: “When they spring the trap, my friends, you will be helpless! You will have had it!” The days Jenner warned about back then have now come upon us. The federal government has gotten out of hand! It no longer abides by the ‘Book of Rules’. Their trap has been set!

Do you realize that if the federal government institutes its intended martial law, they will permanently set aside the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and order a total ban on all privately owned guns (U.S. citizens guns), excepting those to be used by the U.N. world army? Are you aware that under the New World Order no private ownership of land will be permitted? (The federal government has never denounced this policy being sought for the countries that are members of the United Nations.) The United States will dissolve into the already set regional North American Union! The ‘Super Corridor’ is being built! Our 50 states will be ended in favor of a regionalized world system. We will all be captives of a micro-chip. Our chances to stop these things from happening are thinning. What shall we do?

The enclosed brochure will introduce you to a good Constitutional representative from the Missouri State Legislature: Representative Jim Guest.* Warning of the dangers attached to the Real ID Act, Repr. Guest recently stated:

“I have formed a coalition of states to OPPOSE THE REAL ID ACT and other threats to our freedoms….. I am one of the few who is standing up to the federal government.” . . . . Jim Guest

Repr. Guest supports the Constitution, our Bill of Rights, Liberty, and the Declaration of Independence. Defending our right to arms is included in the many principles and goals he stands for, as he leads the Committee for America’s Freedom. Guest is also guarding our private property rights. We must get behind this sincere statesman and others like him who are faithful to our proper system of government.

Jim Guest’s very important advice to us in these critical times is: “Get people to register to vote in the upcoming primaries. This is absolutely essential in order to give Ron Paul the chance to win in the primaries so he can bring back America’s freedom.” It’s top priority!

Nothing comes from nothing! So get involved, and DO SOMETHING! Start by filling out the enclosed brochure. (1) Send Jim Guest a donation to keep his talk show communication going. (2) Spread the word to everyone you know to get registered now in order to be able to vote for Ron Paul. There is no time to waste! The federal government has set the trap! Recently, the Thought Crime Prevention Bill (Terrorism Prevention Act of 2007) passed in the House of Representatives and is moving to the Senate. www.Roguegovernment.com

*Feel free to contact Repr. Jim Guest: Phone 660-535-6664 or Email jimoguest@msn.com or guestrealid@yahoo.com His talk show on the Internet is at 6:00 p.m. California time. Mon-Fri. (www.themicroeffectlive.com). Volunteer to help. Spread the word around!
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